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Abstract
The road sign recognition (RSR) system is used to complete two tasks: localizing the tra�c sign in an
image and then classifying it according to the image features. Some of the applications of such system
are incorporated into the Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) and autonomous vehicles. However,
the accuracy of the model decreases when changes in lighting or weather occurs, and the lack of training
samples taken in rainy condition causes the model to be sub-optimal. The research was conducted with
the focus on solving two problems, the accuracy of an object detection model decreases when changes
in lighting or weather occurs and the lack of training data, especially images taken under adverse
condition. In this work, we compare and analyze three methods; automatic white balance (AWB), policy
augmentations and Image-to-Image-translation (I2IT) technique on their performance to detect tra�c
signs in raining conditions. All methods were built upon the pre-trained SSD-MobileNetV2 model and
using the TensorFlow2 framework. The images from the Malaysia Tra�c Sign Dataset (MTSD) are used
to train all models. Finally based on the result of the three model a �nal combination model is proposed
that achieved the best performance in rainy condition. Experimental results showed that AWB was not
that effective in detecting road sign in raining condition, while the other two techniques were highly
effective. The �nal proposed model was implemented by combining policy augmentation and I2IT,
obtained an mAP of 0.7967 in clear images and mAP of 0.7160 when rainy images was added to the
testing dataset. These corresponds to mAP at 50% IoU of 0.8921mAP@0.5 during clear weather and
0.8340mAP@0.5 in raining images, which outperformed other models. Thus, a road sign detection and
classi�cation system that can perform well in rainy condition with limited training dataset has been
successfully developed.

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, many researchers have attempted to develop automated tra�c sign detection
systems to advance the technology. These kind of detection systems have become increasingly complex
to achieve higher e�ciency and robustness. Recently many papers have proposed the use of machine
learning to deal with this problem. For instances, [1] used support vector machine (SVM), [2] used
convolutional neural network (CNN), [3] experimented with You Only Look Once (YOLO), and [4]
implemented arti�cial neural network (ANN) to perform the task. 

To tackle the speci�c problem mentioned in the previous part, a few researchers proposed some
innovative techniques. Firstly, Zheng et. al. [5] found that the image detection model performs better when
the image undergoes an auto exposure or automatic white balance (AWB) �lter in the pre-processing
stage. As the detection model is trained using images that were taken in perfect lighting condition,
altering the lighting of input image using a �lter to generate an image that looks as if it is taken under
canonical light resulted in a higher detection accuracy. [5] proposed to use data augmentation technique
with their learned policies to tackle the issue. They found that using that speci�c augmentation policy
had performance marginally better than just using random augmentation. Besides, the best
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augmentation policy obtained from the COCO dataset, when used in PASCAL-VOC had better
improvement in the detection accuracy as compared to random augmentation. 

Finally, [7] found that using image-to-image translation (I2IT) technique to generate training images in
rainy condition improved the model’s detection accuracy. What this technique essentially does is that, it
creates arti�cial rain on the images taken in clear condition so that when a model is trained on this
images, it would learn the features necessary to detect the object in this adverse condition even when the
original dataset did not have such examples.

2 Research Methodology
As a �rst step tra�c road sign image dataset along with its respective labels were extracted from the
Malaysian Tra�c Sign Dataset (MTSD) [8]. From the dataset, only �ve classes with the highest number
of images were chosen: ‘No Stopping’, ‘No Entry’, ‘Hump’, ‘Tra�c Light’, and ‘Give Way’. The pre-
processing stage consist of random cropping around the tra�c sign and downscaling. Subsequently,
classi�cation of the �ve image classes using the pre-trained model, SSD-MobileNetV2 was tested in four
different con�gurations: (i) the baseline without any modi�cation, (ii) with automatic white balance
(AWB) as proposed by [5] and (iii) with policy augmentation incorporated as proposed [6] and (iv) with
image-to-image translation (I2IT) as proposed by [7], in its training dataset.

The trained model was tested in two conditions, �rstly with only clear images in the testing dataset and
secondly with clear and some rainy images (obtained manually from YouTube videos) added into the
testing dataset. All the three techniques were �rst implemented and tested separately to obtain their
respective optimal parameter. Performance metrics such as the mean average precision (mAP), average
recall (AR) and training image generation time was used to undermine the effectiveness of each method.

2.1 Baseline model implementation
The training for the baseline model begins by using all the bounding boxes provided by MTSD, however
both the mAP and AR values are low due to the very small bounding box relative to the size of the training
images. Zhu et. al. stated that training a model to detect small bounding box would require a huge
dataset with each image having a very high resolution [9]. However, the requirement of huge dataset, is
not possible in our case due to the limitation of MTSD and the training time limit set by Google Colab.
Thus, bounding boxes with area less than 5% of the image are removed from the dataset, resulting with
the removal of around 70 bounding boxes from the initial dataset to facilitate the training. The �nal
number of bounding boxes per class is shown in Table 1 below
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Table 1
Number of remaining bounding boxes for each class after the removal of small bounding boxes

Class Number of bounding boxes

No entry 38

No stop 47

Give way 52

‘Bumper’ (Hump) 67

Tra�c light 53

After the removal, the baseline model is trained for 2500 steps after which the loss started to
stagnate.

2.2 AWB implementation
For AWB, histogram clipping with 5%, 10% and 20% clipping percentage as well as Contrast Limited
Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) were performed on all training images. Histogram clipping is
done by �rst calculating the cumulative distribution function from the histogram. Then, a transformation
function which uses the histogram clipping threshold percentage as input to produce a new image which
has a �at histogram and a linearized cumulative distribution function (CDF) across its value range. Based
on the CDF, the transformation function reduces the magnitude of the grayscales that are higher than the
threshold and vice versa. As a result, the �nal image will have a more balanced histogram and the CDF of
the new image will be more linear. The effectiveness of clipping threshold of 5%, 10% and 20% were
evaluated to �nd the optimal value.

The Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) technique extends the idea of histogram
clipping but instead of applying the equalization to the histogram of the whole image at once, the
histogram of smaller blocks of the image called ‘tiles’ were equalized separately. To execute this, the RGB
image array must be converted into LAB format which consists of L (lightness) channel, and A, B which is
a dual color combination channel. CLAHE is applied only to the L-channel and takes in the clipping limit
and tile grid size as its parameters. The result of AWB implementation is given in Fig. 1 below.

2.3 Policy augmentation implementation
Another technique implemented onto the pre-trained model is data augmentation. This technique will
make the model more robust to changes such as tilting of sign, fading of color, and lighting.
AutoAugment library developed by a group of researchers from Google was used to apply the
transformation and generate the augmented images [10]. In this method, the three policies proposed
along with its optimal parameters obtained by [6] were considered, namely, ImageNetPolicy,
CIFAR10Policy and SVHNPolicy. The algorithm was implemented using the AutoAugment library provided
by DeepVoltaire on GitHub [11]. The following Fig. 2 shows the sample results after each respective
augmentation was applied.
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Some of the augmentations such as the shearing and translation altered the position of the road sign in
the augmented image, thus, the BBAug library in Python was used [12], to update the bounding box
coordinate in the label �le accordingly.

2.4 Image-to-image translation (I2IT) implementation
Finally, for I2IT, three cases were tested, namely, (i) with rain augmentation only, (ii) with rain and fog
augmentation, and (iii) with rain and darken augmentation. To implement Image-to-Image Translation
(I2IT) technique into the training dataset of the model, Auto Mold library in Python was used. It is a tool
used to augment images to introduce various real-world scenarios that could reduce the accuracy of the
model when testing. This include adding random shadow on the ground, apply random brightness to the
images, add rain streaks, add fogs, add solar �ares, and add motion blur to the image.

The following Fig. 3 are examples of images generated using the I2IT technique. It should be noted that
the augmentations are shown separately in this �gure. However, in the actual testing, the augmentations
were combined and referred to as Case 1: Rain Augmentation, Case 2: Rain and Fog Augmentation, and
Case 3: Rain and Darken Augmentation.

For this project, different combination of this random transformation was tested, and its performance
was evaluated to �nd the best combination of transformations that would result in the best detection
accuracy in the testing dataset.

Once the optimal parameter of each of the three techniques described in 2.2 to 2.4 were obtained,
combinations of those techniques were then investigated to study the performance

3 Results And Discussion
In this section, the results obtained using the pre-trained model is discussed. As mentioned previously, a
convolutional neural network (CNN) based pre-trained model, SSD MobileNetV2 was used to detect and
classify the �ve classes of tra�c sign. Three metrics were used to assess the model: mean average
precision, average recall, and training image generation time. Firstly, the baseline model was built, and
some initial optimization was made regarding the bounding boxes. Then, automatic white balance
technique (AWB) with two different approaches was implemented by changing their respective
parameters to obtain the optimal performance for each of them. Policy augmentation and I2IT was
implemented together with the combination of those techniques. Up to this stage all experiments were
conducted with batch size of 4. Finally, hyperparameter tuning of the training process was done to get the
best of the model by testing different training batch sizes.

3.2 Evaluation of the baseline model
The baseline model was tested with both clear and rainy images, with the result given in Table 2. As
expected, the mAP is reduced when tested for clear plus rainy images compared to only clear images.
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Table 2

Performance evaluation of the baseline model
Model Image condition mAP AR

Baseline Clear 0.6276 0.6013

Clear + rainy 0.4721 0.4890

3.3 Evaluation of the model performance with various AWB
parameters
Figure 4 below shows the performance of the model when histogram clipping percentage (5%, 10%, 20%)
and CLAHE technique was implemented on the model. It was found that 10% histogram clipping gave the
best result for this technique and improvement in both the mAP and AR (not shown). However, the model
only performed marginally better when compared to the baseline. The image generation time for the
different clipping percentage were 9.21, 9.38, 9.99 and 14.37s for histogram clipping percentage of 5%,
10%, 20% and CLAHE respectively.

3.4 Evaluation of model performance for various image
augmentation policies
Figure 5 below shows the mAP for the three augmentation policies when tested using clear and rainy
image conditions. The CIFAR10 policy provides the best performance for both image condition followed
by ImageNet and SVHN. This can be attributed to the fact that the CIFAR10 policies had a more balanced
augmentation in terms of physical and colour augmentation. Conversely, ImageNet and SVHN policy
focused mainly on colour augmentations. Furthermore, the image generation time for CIFAR10 was
relatively low (11.2s) compared to ImageNet (15.9s). Although SVHN had the lowest image generation
time (10.20s), the low mAP and AR score made CIFAR10 the best choice.

3.5 Evaluation of model performance for various I2IT
augmentations
The object detection and classi�cation model were evaluated when its training images included the
images generated using the I2IT technique. A total of three cases were evaluated, namely, Case 1 which
used rain augmentation only, Case 2 which used rain and fog augmentation, and Case 3 which used rain
and brightness (darkening) augmentation. The purpose of this technique, as mentioned previously, is to
generate training images in rainy condition so that the model would be able to learn the features required
to detect the road sign in those condition.

Figure 6shows the mAP result for the different cases. Case 2, which uses rain and fog augmentation
achieved the highest performance in which both the mAP and AR for both test image condition had the
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highest values. The darkening augmentation, when implemented together with the rain augmentation
made the performance even worse when compared to just rain augmentation. The downside of Case 2 is
that it took signi�cantly longer time to generate the images compared to Case 1 as generating the fog in
the images is computationally heavy. From these results, it can be deduced that rain augmentation in
combination with fog augmentation helps the model the most to learn to detect the road signs in rainy
condition.

 
Table 3

Evaluation result for selected methods
Method Image generation time (s) Test image condition mAP AR

AWB 10% 09.38 Clear 0.6380 0.6273

Clear + Rainy 0.4963 0.4692

CIFAR10 11.20 Clear 0.7904 0.7547

Clear + Rainy 0.6664 0.6581

I2IT Case 2: rain + fog 18.86 Clear 0.7545 0.7287

Clear + Rainy 0.6907 0.6920

Table 3 gives the result for the mAP, AR and image generating time for selected best result of different
methods, for comparison.

3.6 Evaluation of model performance with combination of
the best techniques
In this part, the previous three techniques were combined to observe their effectiveness when
implemented together. Three cases were developed to study these. Combination Case 1 (CC1) is when
using CIFAR10 with the rain and fog augmentation (I2IT). Combination Case 2 (CC2) is CIFAR10 + rain + 
fog + AWB (10%). Finally, Combination Case 3 (CC3) is CIFAR10 + rain + fog + CLAHE.

Similar performance metrics as previous parts were recorded and tabulated in Fig. 7 below. Both AWB
and CLAHE does not improve the performance of the model when used in combination with CIFAR10 and
I2IT of rain and fog augmentation. In fact, it worsened the performance (in both mAP and AR). This can
be deduced that as the model is already familiar with the features of the rainy condition due to the
augmentations in the training process, correcting the lighting to make the rainy image look as if it is taken
under canonical lighting is unnecessary. Thus, from the study in this part, it can be concluded that AWB
and CLAHE does not need to be implemented when the model has already been trained on the policy
augmented images as well as the I2IT augmented images.

In the next investigation the training batch size of 4, 8 and 16 is tested and the resulting performance
metrics were evaluated to �nd the optimal value.
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Batch sizes larger than 16 was not tested due to the hardware limitation, whereby an “insu�cient
memory” error was encountered. The training time also increased signi�cantly as the batch size was
increased. The best model obtained from the previous evaluations (CIFAR10 + rain + fog I2IT) were used
for this study. Table 4below shows the performance metrics for different batch sizes. training batch size
of 8 provided the best performance in terms of mAP and AR albeit taking just slightly longer training time
compared to batch size of 4. Batch size of 16, however took much longer time (almost 3 times longer)
and the increase in size is very minimal and, in some cases, (such as when tested with rainy images) had
worse performance.

 
Table 4

Evaluation result for different batch sizes
Training Batch size Training time Test image condition mAP AR

4 00:42:40 Clear 0.7768 0.7427

Clear + Rainy 0.6842 0.6777

8 01:00:11 Clear 0.7967 0.7627

Clear + Rainy 0.7190 0.6995

16 02:52:48 Clear 0.8114 0.7760

Clear + Rainy 0.6841 0.6717

3.6 Further evaluation of the �nal model
The purpose of this part is to provide a clearer picture of the performance improvement gained from
implementing each of the technique. Only the mean average precision (mAP) metric will be considered in
this part as both the mAP and average recall (AR) of all the models were close in value. Figure 8(a) shows
the mAP of the models when tested against images taken in clear condition only. Figure 8(b) on the other
hand, shows the mAP when both the clear and rainy condition images were used. Figure 8(c) gives the
image generation time for various techniques used.

From the Fig. 8(a), the limitation of the MobileNetV2 in detecting small bounding boxes can be seen
clearly. There is a big jump in performance (28.9% mAP) when the smaller bounding boxes were removed
from the dataset. This is counter-intuitive, considering that the traditional assumption that more images
available in a dataset would produce better results. This also agrees with the �ndings obtained by
researchers in University of Bucharest, Romania that one of the limitations possessed by MobileNetV2 is
that it is unable to detect small bounding boxes as the boxes itself contain little information for the model
to recognize it [13].

CLAHE, when applied to the testing set, only achieved very minimal performance improvement (less than
1%) while histogram clipping achieved 1–2% improvement. The real jump in performance improvement
was achieved when implementing the policy augmentations and I2IT into the models. The combination
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of CIFAR10 and I2IT (rain and fog) with training batch size of 8 has the best performance in both image
conditions. When compared to the baseline (excluding small bounding boxes), it had achieved 16.9% and
24.7% mAP increase in clear and rainy conditions, respectively.

Another observation from Fig. 8 above is that in clear condition, policy augmentation achieved higher
mAP compared to I2IT. Whereas, when rainy images was added to the testing set, I2IT had higher mAP
compared to policy augmentation. This highlights the ability of I2IT that targets speci�cally performance
improvement in rainy conditions as opposed to policy augmentation which is a more of a general
performance improvement. When combining these two techniques, the mAP achieved by the model had a
good tradeoff and balance in detecting images in both clear and rainy images.

The training image generation time for the various techniques was also investigated. Histogram clipping
had the lowest generation time (9.38s) while CLAHE took longer time (14.37s). This can be attributed to
the way both algorithm works, histogram clipping applies the histogram linearization to the whole image
at once, while CLAHE applies it to multiple portions of the image separately. CIFAR10 took only 11.2s to
generate the images while I2IT, which involves generating rain streaks and fog particles in the images
took 18.86s. The main reason for I2IT taking much longer time is due to the generation of fog particles
which is computationally heavier as compared to traditional image color augmentation that is performed
by policy augmentations. The computation time, when combining both of these methods is just the sum
of the time taken for each of the methods separately (30.06s) as it is implemented together. The
generation time stated is relatively low as the size of dataset used is relatively small. The generation time
would scale linearly as the size of image dataset increases.

Table 5 Output comparison between the baseline and the best model
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To visualize and compare the model output between the baseline and the obtained best model, the test
images along with its bounding boxes are shown in Table 5. From the images, the best model can detect
the road signs more effectively in both clear and rainy condition compared to the baseline model.

The overall mAP of the best model, obtained by this thesis in clear condition is 0.7967 and 0.7190 in
rainy condition. These corresponds to mAP at 50% IoU of 0.8921mAP@0.5 and 0.8340mAP@0.5
respectively. In contrast to this, the model developed by Mohd-Isa, et al (2020), reported in [14], which was
trained on the same MTSD dataset only achieved 0.825mAP@0.5 in clear condition. It can be clearly seen
that our model along with the techniques implemented in this thesis, has outperformed the previous
technique in clear condition. The performance of our model even when tested in rainy condition images
had higher mAP@0.5 than the result obtained by [14] that was only tested in clear condition.

4 Conclusion
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In conclusion, the preprocessing of the MTSD dataset has been successfully completed and is ready to
be used for training purposes. Some �ne adjustment on the dataset such as checking the labels of each
images, extracting the �ve classes from the whole dataset, and removing relatively small bounding boxes
to facilitate the training were done.

AWB technique on its own was found to increase the performance of the model slightly. Besides, policy
augmentation and I2IT technique was much effective in increasing the model performance in clear and
rainy condition. It was also found that the AWB technique only had very minimal impact on the
performance when combined with the other two techniques. On the other hand, the combination of policy
augmentation and I2IT was found to give the best performance in both clear and rainy condition. Finally,
the hyperparameter tuning of the best model was performed to get the �nal best model. The �nal model
achieved an mAP of 0.7967 in clear condition and 0.7190 in rainy condition.
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Figure 1

Images with AWB applied with different clipping percentage, (a) Original, (b) 5%, (c) 10%, (d) 20% (e)
CLAHE
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Figure 2

Sample results for various applied image augmentation operation
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Figure 3

Sample image with various I2IT augmentation applied (a) original (b) rain (c) fog (d) darken
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Figure 4

mAP for various AWB applied for clear, and clear plus rainy test images
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Figure 5

mAP for various policy augmentations applied for clear, and clear plus rainy test images
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Figure 6

mAP for various I2It augmentations policy applied for clear, and clear plus rainy test images
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Figure 7

mAP for various combination techniques applied for clear, and clear plus rainy test images
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Figure 8

Performance metrics such as (a) mean average precision (mAP), (b) average recall (AR) and (c) training
image generation time for various techniques


